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WE WROTE THE BOOK
RTHOPAEDIC
OUI.D NOT BE ENTIREI.Y ACCURA
Not that long ago, a
man looking somewhat
ragged and having what appeared to be
his family in tow, walked through the
doors of campbell Clinic and made his
way directly to the nurse's station. Raising
his heavily bandaged hand high in the air, he declared
in a thick southAmerican accent that he hadjust           `f
arrivedin Memphis that morningafter flying3,000        t
miles and would like to see Dr. Campbell immediately.
Having been deceased nearly 30 years, Dr. Campbell
was unfortunately not available. But the nurse assured
him that the physicians who were in the office that day
were more than qualifled to treat him.
Whenaskedabouthisinsurance,themanlaughed
incredulously. When asked about his prior medical
history, the man gave the nurse a phone number of an
office in Peru.
Alittlebackgroundcheckseemedtobeinorder.
It turned out that the phone number was for the man's
personal physician. And the man turned out to be the
largest exporter of bananas in the entire world.
Frustrated with the fact that *hisinjuredhandwasnothealing
properly, the Peruvian Banana King had
asked his doctor where the foremost
orthopaedic specialists in the world could be found.
Without hesitation, the doctor recommended Campbell
Clinic. So the man immediately boarded his private jet,
flew non-stop to Memphis, and proceeded directly to
Campbell Clinic.
So of all the medical resources available in the
world, why did the doctor recommend Canpbell
Clinic? It's simple -we wrote the book on
orthopaedics. Literally, the textbook used by
nearly all medical students and referenced by
all orthopaedic physicians was flrst written by Dr.
!\     Willis campbell in 1939. Ithas since been
revised 10 times, expanded to four volumes by
the experts on our staff, and been translated
into six languages. It is, for the lack of a better
word, the Bible of orthopaedics.
It follows then that all orthopaedists in one way
or another learn their craft from Campbell Clinic.
And whom would you rather have as your doctor, the
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Three years ago, Stcven Gostkowski was drafted by the New
England Patriots. His job was to replace Adam Vinatieri.
Three years ago, DeAngelo Williams was recently drafted to the Carolina
Panthers with the 27th overall pick in the NFL draft, after setting an
NCAA record for all-purpose yards in four seasons with the Tigers.
Thrcc years ago, Danton Barto was leading his Memphis Xplorers
AF2 football team to what would be it's best season ever.
Three years ago, John Daly published his autobiography, claiming
more than 50 million in gambling losses over the past 15 years.
Three years ago, the PGA had recently announced the introduction
of the FedEx Cup, leaving a void in sponsorship of the St. Jude
Classic. Stanford Financial would step in to fill that void.
Three year ago, Chris Talley announced he would be bringing
pro soccer back to Memphis with the Memphis Mojo.
Three years ago, Pau Gasol, Mike
Miller and Shane Battier had just
led the Grizzlies to their third
consecutive playoff berth.
Three years ago, Rodney Gamey and
Shawne Williams were just selected
in the first round of the NBA draft.
Three years ago, former Tiger
Earl Barron had just won an
NBA Championship ring
with the Miami Heat.
Three years ago, John Calipari
turned down a job offer from
N.C. State for a reportedly
two million dollars a year,
and signed a new contract
extension with the University of
Memphis to keep him here through the 2012-13 season.
Three years ago, we published the first issue ofjt4c77¢P4¢.f SPo7./,
featuring the Redbirds pitching coach Dyar Miller.
In the past three years, a whole lot has changed in the world
of Memphis sports. I can't imagine where the next three years
will take us. Thanks for reading our magazine for the past
three years. I am sure the next three will be a blast.
- Mike Bullar
._----.--.-..
®TOMB 0F DOOM -Fro7~ "A4c77zp4z.j 4c4/I
Kentttcky" |iosted by Blalee Butler:
Josh Pastner has scored a victory overJohn
Calipari. Give the man a parade down Beale !
Will and Antonio Barton from Baltimore are the first
commitments to the 2010 recruiting class... This will be
called a package deal by most, but Antonio Barton is no
slouch. Will Barton is considered to be another candidate
for a One-n-Done, but Antonio will bc a Tiger the next four
years. These two commitments could bc the catalyst that sets
off a chain reaction for other commitments for the class of
2010. Pastner the Prodigy strikes again, and this one is just
soooooooooooooooo sweet.
®THE STARR TREATMENT -Frt777¢ %/7"oJf
VIent to Jail-Over a Pen" by Dustin Stdrr:
The police lady's pen rolls off the car and into the
trunk. "If you don't get my pen, I'm not giving you
your license back. Better yet,1'11 take you to jail for theft!"
I can't make this stuff up ! I'm threatened to be taken to jail
because ofa Bic pen ! AN INK PEN! And she wasn't joking!
KIDS, SCHMIDS
Great issue for the
kids... I love the way
you make sure you
take care of everybody---- ~        intown.Icanonly
assume that your next issue will be for
adults-a swimsuit spectacular with
over a hundred pages of bikinis and
beach beauties. As soon as you get this
one finished, mail me a copy or ten at
[address dcleted] . -Andrew C.
PUBLISHER: S/oz4; cJoz4/7¢ £4crc, j4#c/ry.
Never Say never, but I doyi't think we
bare a swimsuit issue coming up any time
soon. Besides, the only bedcb i,n Memphis
that I can remember uids dt MayuJood.
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®THE POEMS OF JACK EATON -
``Dre¢mers, Thinkers, Doers" by Jack Baton ;
Some Tiger Fans Are Dreamers:
That we will faithfully follow all the rules
And set an example for other schools.
And if a kid is too dumb to pass the test
He will not participate in our championship quest.
Some Tiger Fans Are 'Ihinkers:
They think that a championship should be able stand the glare
And only bc won honestly you know-fair and square.
And if they take away our spot in the Final Four
Sadly it will just be one more.
Some Tiger Fans Are Doers:
Lets do one thing they want you to hear
No more renting a kid for just one year.
Lets do it right in the many, many ways
But absolutely no reprise of the Moe Iba days.
And if worse comes to worse and we pay the price
We'll bc the only ones kicked out of the Final Four twice.
Read the latest M Ref)orts, brou)se issl4e archives, listen to
Meryi:pbis Sport Live and l!nuch iinore at mempbissport.net.
W/ie do try bard to be afernily friendly
magaeine. If we can fad a way to do it
and still be family friendly, then I don't
see u)hy not.
What do yott gags tbinle? Is a swi,mst4it
issue too much for Memphis? Does it cross
the hne? Shoot me an el'i'iail at
mike@memf)bi$5Port.net and let me
lenow your tbot4gbts.
SUPERHERO WORSHIP
Antonio Anderson is the Punisher. And
you are basing this on defense ? That
makes no sense. Captain America has
a shield. Daredevil has superhuman
senses. Iron Man wears armor. C'mon, I
can think of about 100 other superhero
analogies to apply to AA. Do your
homework next time. - Robert M.
PUBLISHER:  7y% jzo4cr/, Jp7.oovz.fc
next tiiine we do a Swperbero com;parison in
the magazine (last isstte, Page 6) we u)ill
hire yott ds a const4ltant, but don't yott think
yott are taking the uihole thing a bit too
literally?
And to everyone else, iwe iavite you to get
onli_nedndvisitourbrandspdnkingneu)
website. Loole f or it mid-July.
What do yot4 think? Do you love Merl[\:phis
Sport or hate it? Send me an email at
mike@mempbissport.net and let me knoul
u)bat is on your mind.
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UESTIONS WITH
ELLIOT WILLl








his release by Dz4ke
and trunsf erred to the
University of Memf Jbis.
I             ____   ,,.,
I. WHAT IS  YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE?
Love and basketball.
2. FAVORITE BAND OR GROUP ?
Lil Wayne.
3. WHICH HIGH SCHOOLS HAVE THE BEST BASKETBALL TEAMS IN
MEMPHIS?
Well, in the Memphis City Schools, it's White Station. They have a great
player, Joe Jackson. Then Ridgeway and Raleigh-Egypt.
4. WHAT COLI,EGE TEAM HAVE YOU GROWN UP I,OVING THE MOST ?
I really didn't have a favorite t:Cam. Just enjoyed watching basketball. Since I
was young I always wanted to play, but just watchin' I never picked a favorite
team, and I just rolled that way. I've always enjoyed watchin' the Tigers
though.
5. WOULI) YOU CONSIDER WEARING YOUR SOCKS UP AND WEARING
GOGGLES DURING A GAME I,IKE ELLIOT PERRY?
(Laughs) I'm too skinny to pull that off. I used to do that when I was 11 or
12, but I started lookin' goofy. I still wear `em up mid-calf though. And if I get
poked in the eye 1'11 wear the goggles.
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FIVE songs lo play
when Haslleem Thabee\
en\ers \he game
1. "We Got the Beat," The Go-Go's
2. "Let the Beat Build," Lil Wayne
3. "You Can't Stop the
Bea;t: From Hairspray
4. ``Let the Beat Rock,"
Black Eyed Peas
5. "The Beat Goes On,"
Sonny and Chef
FIVE NBA plalersr Pas\
and presen\r sl\or\er \Ilan
Hasl\eem Thabee\
1. Hakccm Olajuwon
2. Bryant "Big Country" Reeves
3. Wilt Chamberlain
4. Karccm Adbul-Jabbar
5. Every current NBA player except
for Zydrums Ilgauskas and Yao Ming
FIVE picks tor \I\e nex\
Mayor ot Helnphis
I. Jerry "The King" Lawler.
He would probably only run again if
Bill Dundee was on the ballot.
2. Josh Pastner.
He might win by write-in votes alone.
3. Shane Battier.
When is his Rockets contract up ?
4. Jack Eaton.
From "Voice of the Tigers" to "Voice
of the City."
5. Grizz guy.
He announced his campaign on
Memphis Sport Live.
FIVE tavori\e lo.al spor\s
lwlllers ollier lhan
lwillel..om/memplllssporl
I.  Chris Douglas-Roberts
twitter.com/cdouglasroberts
"Just took a legendary cab ride
w/a legendary cabbie. It was
only 5 mins but it was priceless.
I had to sign an autograph for
his kid." 5:54 PM Jun 13th
2. Fantasy Lapides
twitter.com/fantasylapides
"I really need to persuade Gus's
Chicken to bccomc a sponsor.
There chicken is terrific, but
frankly, I'm tired of paying
for it." 3: 11 PM May 25th
3. Hasheem Thabeet
twitter.com/HasheemTheDream
"So I'm in Memphis at the Corner
right outside my hotel at this
late night, tryin to see how cool
it gets at midnight! ! It's baking
outside !" 11 :50 PM Jun 26th
4.  Fox 13's Kristin Tallent
twitter.com/Kristin  Tallent
"Uh oh, I just realized the
expiration date on the Totino's
was April 10, 2009. I thought
the pcpperoni tasted funny."
10:00 PM May 26th
5. Q±inton "Rampage" ]ackson
twitter.com/Rampage4rcal
"I just got cussed out by super dave
osbourne!" 7:25 PMJun 25th
iF SAINT BENEDICT ATAUBURNDALE HIGH SCHOOL8250VARNAVAsDRlvE@GERMAr`rro`iINPARKWAyCoRDoVA, TN 38016
901.260.2840  .  wwwsbacaglcs.org
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fl MARY-ASHLEYSEABR00K will be a senior
at St. George's in the fall. She
has played volleyball, basketball and
tennis at SGIS every year of her high
school career. She pla,yed an important
part in the tennis tean's 2009 Division
II-A Girls' Team State Championship.
Mary-Ashley and her partner, Sabrina
Blum, won the 2009 Division II-A
Doubles State Championship.
fl LEE LEAVELL, is the seniorcaptain of the varsity tennis
team at Hutchison. As a
junior, she led her team to the Division
II-AA West Region Championship and
finished the season as a state runner-
up. She was named to the Co77¢77zcrc.¢'&/
£4Ppc4/'J Best of the Preps as a
sophomore and as a junior. Lee was also
a state semi-finalist in Division 2 AA
doubles tennis alongside Caroline Orr.
in RACHEL ATKINS is asenior captain of the varsity
cross country and track teams
for Hutchison. Rachel finished seventh
in the 2008 Division 11 West Region
Cross Country Championships and
22nd in the state championships. She
qualified for the state championships
in track as well. Rachel was named to
cheCommercialAppearsBe;stofche
Preps in both cross country and track.
in MARGARET GATES,a, freshman at Hutchison
is a three sport varsity
letterman in soccer, basketball,
and lacrosse. She was named to
the NSCAA/Adidas Soccer Team
Academic Squad as an eighth  grader.
She also played on the state lacrosse
playoff team as an eighth grader.
If yol4 are in high school dtbletzcs and
bane an acbieuement worth noting or
knou/ someone u)ho does, emall your
acco77iplisbmerits alo7ig uiitb a I)boto to
d[lstdrs@mempbis5port.net,dndyoujust
may see yourfece here in an urpcoming
issue.
What are your summer plans? Join the YMCA for all  kinds of
activities for everyone.  From  swimming to fitness classes.
Plus,  the Y  is  more  than  a  gym.  We're  a  not-for-profit
organization  here for the  community.  And  with  our Open
Doors  need-based  fee  assistance,  we're open  to  all.
Visit  or  call  your  local  Y today.
THAT.SY
€ollierville:  901850.9622    Davis:  901.398.2366    Fogelman:  901.527.9622    Mason:  901.458.9622
Millington:  901.873.1434   Nuber:  901.682.8025    Owe  Branch:  662.890.9622   Sweeney:  901.765.3105
www.ymcamemphis.org
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compiled by MEMPHIS SI)ORT
descriptions by MIKE BULLARD and KEVIN CERRITO
Unlike other reader voted awards in Memphis, the M Awards have nominees.
It is an honor to be nominated. Every year, the M Awards Selection
Committee meets to decide on the deserving contenders for each category.
So when fan voting begins at memphissport.net, it is a battle of the best.
When voting for the 3rd Annual M Awards ended on June 12th, history
happened. For the first time ever, a write-in candidate won a category.
ImagineD4rleK72zgivfgettingawrite-inwinforBestl'icturcatthe
Academy Awards. Imagine Steve Cohen getting a write-in win for Mayor.
Stuff like that never happens. Write-in wins just don't happen.
But when you arc the new young head coach of one of the city's
most beloved institutions, anything can happen. You can get top
recruits for the 2010 class in your first few months... and you can
win Favorite Coach, even without coaching a single game.
So this year, the M Awards will not only "Celebrate the Best in Memphis
Sports" but we will also "Celebrate the Write-In" by highlighting notable
write-ins that just didn't take off in the voting quite like Coach Pas.
Join Mem;pbi5 S|jort this year as uie present the M Awa;rds to
all tl]e uiinners dt the 12tb Annual Sports Ball benrfuting Big
Brother Big Si,5ters of Mempbls on August 29. For more
inforl'na;tlon and to get tickets, ui5it bbbs.org/mar)ii;phls
or call Dana Mister dt 901.323.5440.
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FAVORITE  MALE  ATHLETE
I. JOE JACKSON, WHITE
STATION  8.66%
2. MARION  BROWN, HARDING 5.12%
3.  LESLIE MCDONALD,
BRIARCREST 4.09%
Wrile-ir„  B\eeker
FAVORITE  FEJVIALE  ATHLETE
1.  LAUREN  AVANT,  LAUSANNE  676%
2.  CAROLINE  WEBB,  HUTCHISON  5.79%
3.  SARAH  MATTHEWS,  ST.  AGNES  3.81%
Wrile-in:  Ta5\or  MCKessie
I=AVORITE  COACH
1.  TIM  HANEY,  HOUSTON 4.15%
2.  KEVIN  STARKS,  HARDING 4.06%
3.  PHIL  CLARK,  BARTLETT  3.98%
Write-ir"  Ha5den  Tax
FAVORITE  PROGRAM
1.  HOUSTON  HIGH  SCHOOL  6.12%
2.  BRIARCREST  CHRISTIAN
HIGH  SCHOOL 4.45%
3. GERMANTOWN  HIGH SCHOOL  3.1 %
Write-in:  Sunn5da\e  Hi3|  Schoo\
FAVORITE  CONCESSIONS
Every spring, the No. 1 question
people always ask about the upcoming
Redbirds season- "How much are
the BBQnachos this year?"
I :  AUTOZONE  IARK  54.01 %
2:  FEDEXFORUM  25.95%
3:  TIE:  DESOTO  CIVIC  CENTER




Maybe they should open a
Memphis location of The Grove
in the old Pat 0' Bricn's.
I :  BEALE  STREET  22.26%
2:  THE  GROVE  21.11 %
3:  HIGHLAND  HUNDRED
PARKING  LOT  20.95%
Wri,e-in: T5rone's  t`ouse
FAVORITE  SPORTING
VENUE
Only one building in town has the
Tigers, Grizzlies... and Miley Cyrus.
1 :  FEDEXFORUM 47.66%
2:  AUTOZONE  PARK  32.23%
3:  DESOTO  CIVIC  CENTER  7.14%
W.ile-in:   E\\enda\e  Me'ho.list
T-BQ\\ i=e\ds
FAVORITE  RACE
If the Red, Blue, and Green Car
Race was for charity, it would
have won. Come on green!
I :  RACE  FOR  THE  CURE  33%
2:  ST. JUDE  MARATHON  31.83%
3:  REDB]RDS JUMBOTRON  RED,  BLUE,
AND  GREEN  CAR  RACE  9.42%
#:irLnei-ni;  cW::k::!e
FAVORITE ANNUAL  EVENT
Memphis Madness combines two
things that are hard to beat in this
town-Tiger Basketball and free stuff.
I : MEMPHIS MADNESS  26.69°/o
2:  SECOND:  ST.  JUDE
CHAMPIONSHIP  20.16%
3;  AUTOZONE  LIBERTY  BOWL  19.05%
Write-in:  Tncot,,e lew  flefund
BEST  CAME
Ifthcreisanythingweleamedfromthc
Calipari era, it is that the Tulsa game is
just another game.  But, the Tulsa on the
road game is a "danger game." Anderson
saved the Tigers from the danger of
ending the C-USA streak when he made
the 3rd biggest shot of his Tiger career
(the first two happening at the free throw
line vs. Texas A 8c M in the Alamodome).
I :  TIGER  BASKETBALL  VS.  TULSA
(LAST SECOND WIN  TO KEEP
STREAK  ALIVE)  32.58%
2:  TIGER  BASKETBALL  VS.
MARYLAND  (NCAA TOURNAMENT
VS. ACC!  ACC!  ACC!)  20.67%
3:  OLE  MISS  FOOTBALL  VS.  FLORIDA




Chopper 5 flew over his house, he talked
to old men at donut shops, he held back
fcke tears at a press conference on his
front lawn, and Mcmphians followed
every moment on TV, radio and the
Internet.  In the cnd, Calipari became
the enemy and the door to the athletic
office building became a celebrity.
I : COACH  CAL LEAVING  37.66%
2:  JOSH  PASTNER  ANNOUNCED
AS  THE  NEW  TIGER  BASKETBALL
COACH  26.21%
3:  SALLIE  SCORES  35  AGAINST
CAL  STATE-NORTHRIDGE  17.68%
Wri+e-im  flose  +al?en   #1
in  the  NBf]  Draft
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FAVORITE  LOCAL SPORTS
RADIO  PERSONALITY
While station names, affiliations, and
dial locations continue to change in local
sports radio, all the hosts of the local
weekday shows remain the same... and
so do all the finalists in this category.
1.  CHRIS VERNON  25.04%
2.  DAVE WOLOSHIN  24.73%
3.  GEOFF  CALKINS  13.09%
Wr:+e_:in  Chr:s  ]crmon
FAVORITE  LOCAL SPORTS
RADIO  PROORAJVL
How many more votes would Sportstime
getifMAwardvotingboothswere
set up at Mr. B's and Oak Hall ?
I.  THE  CHRIS VERNON  SHOW  34.38%
2.  THE  GEOFF  AND  GARY
SHOW  16.83%
3.  SPORTSTIME  13.81%
Write-in, The  1?osl  Same  Shoco
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BEST  PLACE  TO STOCK
UP  FOR  THE  BIG CAME
Kroger is also a good place to
sockap on Mempbls Sport.
1.  KROGER 41.62%
2.  BUSTER'S  LIQUOR  23.32%
3.  SCHNUCKS  16.46%
Write-in,  9bson's  DonuLs
I=AVORITE  SPORTS
BLOCSITE
Vernon must be losing his touch when
it comes to campaigning for M Awards.
Theaward-winninghosturgedvisitors
of his site to vote for Chris Hcrrington's
Grizzlicsbloginsteadofhis.
I.  CHRIS VERNON'S  BLOC
(CVERNON.COM)  28.15%
2. JACK  EATON'S POEMS
(MEMPHISSPORT/TYPEPAD.
COM/JACK)  16.26%
3.  THE  MEMPHIS  EDGE
(THEMEMPHISEDGE.COM)  10.77%
Write-im  Duslin  Slarr
_ The  SLarr TrealmenL
(dus|ins|arrb\o3.com)
FAVORITE  LOCAL SPORTS
TV  PERSONALITY
The Bluff city's first sportscaster in
HD got more votes this year than he
cvcr did in standard definition.
I.  JARVIS  GREER  30.37%
2.  JERRY  "THE  KING"  LAWLER  19.72%
3. JACK  EATON  17.1%
Wrile-ir"  Mark  6oodfe\\oco
BEST  PLACE  TO  BUY
SOME  BLINO
Mednikow is the jewel of bling
stores in the Mid-South.
I. MEDNIKOW  32.7%
2.  KAY JEWELERS  21.64%
3.  ROBERT  IRWIN  JEWELERS   15.86%
grLl:-in:mlnea\ge5hounJ
BEST  LOCAL SPORTS
BAR/RESTAURANT
Hucy's may bc known for their
burgers, but they should bc
known for their cheese fries.
I.  HUEYS  41.91 %
2.  BROOKHAVEN  PUB  13.94%
3.  TJ  MULLIGAN'S  13.55%
I.ij[ei;.ro!e8: lo  Shck
BEST  PLACE  TO  EAT
BEFORE/AFTER  THE  CAME
You've got three restaurants, now you
just have to find thrcc games to go.
1.  HUEY'S  28.53%
2.  RENDEZVOUS  25.74%
3.  THE  KOOKY  CANUCK  13.26%
#;ir'kei-ni;  L?iph\ond  Hundred
BEST  PLACE  TO  TAKE  THE
TEAM  Al=TER  A VICTORY
A slice of pie is apparently the
ONLYthingyouareallowed
to serve after a big victory.
1. MEMPHIS  PIZZA CAFE  39.59%
2.  GARIBALDl'S  21.57%
3.  CIcl'S  PIZZA  17.11%
write-ir„  Home  (Mom's
cooking  is  +he  bes+)
BEST  PLACE  TO  BUY
A VICTORY CICAR
Smoke `em if you got `em Memphis.
But, if you got `em, they must
bc from Tobacco Corner.
1. TOBACCO CORNER  35.52%
2. THE TINDER BOX  17.09°/o
3.  THE  CIGAR  DEPOT  13.2| a/o
:ori|:-:\nfa:a,|esi:c:!\i\;9ofi:rs
BEST  BOWLING ALLEY
Billy Hardwick's has its second
strike in a row, taking this award
in back-to-back years.
I.  BILLY  HARDWICK'S  ALL-
STAR  LANE  37.09%
2. CORDOVA BOWLING
CENTER  20.45%
3.  BARTLETT  LANES   13.45%
rcorL+ae+-;n::+N:\?shee]a?+;
BEST  PLACE  TO
PLAY CARDS
The Harrah's empire isn't playing games
when it comes to casinos. They own
Harrah's, Horsehoe, and Sheraton. There
is little room at the table for the others.
1. HORSESHOE CASINO
&  HOTEL  32.98°/a
2.  HARRAH'S TUNICA  21.36°/a
3.  SAM'S TOWN HOTEL &
CASINO TUNICA  12.98%
+::+sea-;;]S;:e'son
BEST GOLF  COURSE
It's no surprise the Southwind is the
winner here. The annual location for
the St. Jude Classic is a beautiful course,
but we wonder how many of our voters
have actually played the course ?
1.  TPC  SOUTHWIND  27.11%
2.  THE  LINKS AT GALLOWAY  15.23%
3.  TUNICA  NATIONAL GOLF
&  TENNIS  13.79%
Wr:}e-in:  Pu}}-Pu}}
BEST GOLF STORE
Edwin Watts is a clear winner
here. No playoff holes nccdcd.
1.  EDWIN WATTS  33.26%
2. GOLF  DISCOUNT
SUPERSTOREl9.37°/o
3.  DOUBLE  EAGLE  GOLF  17.05%
Wrile-in:   3oodcoi\\
BEST SPORTINC
GOODS STORE
Dick's wins for the second straight
year, proving they must not be
what their nanc suggests.
1. DICK'S SPORTING GOODS 40.27%
2. BASS PRO SHOPS  21.55%
3.  THE  SPORTS  AUTHORITY  20.38%
Wrile-in,   Wc`\-Mar+
BEST SPORTS
APPAREL STORE
Only a handful of votes gave Tiger
Gift Shop the victory. The Tiger
faithful voted heavily, with more
than 65% of the vote going to stores
who sell primarily Tiger gear.
1.  TIGER GIFT SHOP  29.73%
2. TIGER BOOK STORE  29.56%
3.  BREAKAWAY  RUNNING  12.29%
Wri}e-in:   cmoeon.com
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BEST WORKiouT  FACILITY
With more locations than any
of the other nominees, YMCA
again wins this category.
1. YMCA  39.13%
2. DAC  13.44%
3.  POWER LIFE FITNESS 9.3%
Wri+e-ihi   Wii  Ti+
BEST  HEAITHY STORE
Bclicvc it or not nation, they
do exist in Memphis !
1.  FRESH MARKET  29.41%
2. WHOLE  FOODS MARKET  28.64%
3.  EASY WAY  16.61%
wrile-in:   MCDonc\\d's
BEST JRARTIAL
ARTS  FACILITY
It was close, but the guys over at Memphis
JudoandJiu-Jitsukickedbuttagain
this year. Now someone has to tell USA
Karate that they lost. Wc're not going to.
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1. MEMPHIS JUDO & JIU JITSU  23.24%
2.  USA KARATE  20.81 0/o
3. MIDTOWN TAEKWONDO  16.22%
Wri+e-ihi   Smi+h   &   Wesson   45
BEST  BIKE SHOP
The big question here-will the owner
of peddler come to the Sports Ball
and accept his award on bike ?
1.  PEDDLER BIKE  SHOP  34.9°/o
2. OUTDOOR'S INC.  18.32%
3. MIDTOWN BIKE CO.  16.14%
Wrile-in:  Vinla3e   Molorct)c\e
BEST  PLACE TO SPEND
A NICE AFTERNOON
Shelby Farms is b€sted this year by
the Memphis Zoo. Maybe Shelby
Farms shoud invest in more buffalo.
I. THE MEMPHIS ZOO 36.07°/a
2. SHELBY FARMS  30.8| a/o




The addition of TOM Ill split the
vote for the Tigers here, giving Grizz
his frst win in his comback season.
1. GRIZZ  22.15%
2.  ROCKY  REDBIRD  21.46%
3.  POUNCER  22.15%
Write-in:  3eor9e  LQpides
FAVORITE SPIRIT SQUAD
This award is apparently the Tigers Dance
Tcam's to lose. Three years in and three
wins by record numbers. The Grizzlies
and Redbirds should just hire thcsc girls.
1. MEMPHIS TIGERS
DANCE TEAM 43.64%
2.  THE  BLUE  CREW  15.56%




took their own a,dvice.
1.  MEMPHIS TIGERS  `REFUSE
TO  LOSE'  BASKETBALL NCAA
TOURNAMENT JERSEY  28.49%
2. MEMPHIS TIGERS GRAY
BASKETBALL JERSEY  24.51 %
3. MEMPHIS  REDBIRDS
BIUE  JERSEY   11.19%
Hg|:-einNi:he|m5B,hi6uifF
BEST  HAIR
What if every college senior in America
had Antonio Anderson's fauxhawk?
1. ANTONIO ANDERSON  21.29%
2. MARC GASOL  16.75%
3.  KRISTEN  TALLENT  15.24%
Wri|e-in:   Qnd5   Kenned5
FAVORITE  FIOHTER
OR WRESTLER
One of every two voters picked
the King. Long live the King.
1. JERRY "THE  KING" LAWLER 50.89%
2. QU[NTON "RAMPAGE"
JACKSON  23.33%
3. KOKO  a.  WARE  11.61%
Wrile-in=   Spulnik   Monroe
FAVORITE COLFER
Daly holes this one out for
the third year in a row.
1. JOHN DALY  30.36%
2. JUSTIN  TIMBERLAKE  23.05%
3.  LOREN  ROBERTS  22.55%
Write-in=  Josh  1?celner
FAVORITE WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL,  PLAYER
Tamika takes home her first M Award.
1. TAMIKA WHITMORE  3576%
2.  ASHLEY  SHIELDS  23.55%
3.  LAUREN  AVANT  IO.32°/o
Write-ir"  6eor3e  Lapides
FAVORITE MEN'S
BASKETBALL  PLAYER
CDR wins for his second year in a row.
1.  CHRIS DOUGLAS-ROBERTS  19.53%
2.  DERRICK  ROSE  18.98%
3. JOEY  DORSEY  15.16%
W,ile-in,  Preslon  Lai.d
FAVORITE  FOOTBALL
PLAYER
This award should mybe be
renamed the DeAngelo Williams
Award. 56.58 percent???
1. DEANGELO WILIAMS 56.58%
2.  ELI MANNING  24.15°/o
3. STEVEN GOSTKOWSKl 4.88%
Write-in,  Daddt)  Monnin9
MOST  HATED RIVAL
According to the votes, nothing
sucks like a big orange.
I. TENNESSEE VOLS 48,62%
2.  OLE MISS  REBELS  17.84%
3.  UAB BLAZERS  7.49%




I. TAMIKA WHITMORE  30.93%
2.  ASHLEY  SHIELDS  26.88%
3.  LIL'  CINNER  9.61%
Write-in:  oFhe\ia Ford
FAVORITE  JRALE  ATHLETE
This is the first year a Tiger basketball
player has not won this award.
1.  DEANGELO WILLIAMS  31.72%
2.  DERRICK ROSE  17.17%
3. JOEY  DORSEY  15.5291o
W.ile-in: The  next




Pastner wasn't nominated, because
he has yet to coach a game. But he is
apparently so loved right now that you
felt compelled to write his name in
on nearly one of every four ballots.
I.   Josh  1?ce+her  23.58%
2. TOMMY WEST  19.47%
3. JOHN  CALIPARl  15.71 a/a
Write-in:  Coach  Sunshine
FAVORITE TEAM
Local Pride, National Power.
1. MEMPHIS TIGERS
BASKETBALL 47.85%
2.  MEMPHIS GRIZZLIES  8.26%
3. TIE: MEMPHIS TIGERS FOOTBALL,
MISSISSIPPI  RIVERKINGS 7.93%
Wrile-in:   Memphis Ti3ers  Lacrosse
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soon change, thanks to a group called Skatelifc Memphis.
For the last two years, Skatelife Memphis has worked with the
likes of the Hyde Foundation, Memphis Parks and Recreation,
the Riverfront Development Corporation, and the Memphis
City Council to advocate for small  neighborhood skate parks
and a world-class skate park at the Mud Island RIver Park.
Skatclifc began when its founder Dr. Aaron Shafer moved from
California to Memphis in 2006 to work as a research scientist
for St. Jude.  When he and his family arrived, the lack of outdoor
amenities like skate parks baffled him. "Skate parks in California
were as common as having a baseball or soccer field,'' he recalls.
Though this absence disappointed him, hc decided to devote
his spare time to organizing the group now known as Skatelife.
Three  years  later,  Shafer
now      calls      Memphis
home,    and   like   many
Mcmphians,  he  believes
that if Memphis is going
to    compete    nationally
for    potential     families
and    professionals,    the
city     needs      [o     offer
more   opportunities   for
outdoor sports like skate
parks.
is not acceptable in my mind. Wc have a chance to leap frog
other cities here and avoid playing catch up. If Memphis
plays catch up all the time, our city will never get ahead."
Accordingtoa2004reportbycheSportingGoodsManufacturing
Association, skateboarding boasts more participants in our
country than any other sport besides football and basketball.
So far, Skatelifc's vision has gained momentum.  Currently,
Memphis Parks and Recreation has secured the funding to
build a lo,000-ft 2 skate park in one of the Memphis city parks.
According to Shafer, an 80,000-ft 2 skate park on Mud Island, a
park slightly larger then the country's current largest one in San
Jose, would register at roughly $3 million. Shafer knows that's
pricey, but he points out other cities that have proven such an
endeavor can easily pay for itself within two or three years.  Cities
like San Jose and Louisville have attracted tourism, thousands of
are nau¢ a cltam¢ to I¢ap frng
¢tfl¢r cifi¢s lt¢re anS au¢iS
plaSing cato* qu. If m¢"pnis
plagr catolt tip all tS¢ tim¢t Our
¢itS "ill tt¢u¢'S¢t alt¢aS.
"Consider this," he says.  "Of the top five best cities for relocating
families (ranked by Lo Primacy research 2006), three of them-
Louisville, San Jose, and Denver-host the three largest skate
parks in the U.S.  These cities have made serious investments in
their park systems, green spaces, and physical recreation venues,
and I think that it's critical that Memphis do the same."
Though not a skater himself, Eric Mathews, co-founder of
Mercury Technology Labs, could not agree more.  With the Mud
Island River Park undergoing its rc-planning phases this summer,
hc believes that Memphis has an instrumental chance to send a
natiomlmessagctocreative-classprofessionalsbyputtingaworld-
class skate park on Mud Island.  Contrary to what some detractors
think, he points out, the skate park advocates are not hooligans,
the majority of them are the same kinds of professionals who want
this city to flourish (they just happen to enjoy skateboarding).
``The skate park could be a beacon on the tip of Mud Island
that signals to the rest of the country that Memphis is not
willing to compromise its competitiveness,'' says Mathews.
``That'swhymerelyputtingamid-sizedparkonthcisland
repeat users, and international
events such as the X-Games
and the Mountain
Dew Extreme Tour.
In a recent report given to
the Consilience Group,
the firm in charge of re-
planning Mud Island,
Skatelife argued that chc
$3 million cost of building
the world's best skate park
and putting Memphis on
the map as an international
sporting destination would be cheap in comparison to the
other local sporting vcnucs. FedEXForum cost $250 million,
Autozonc Park cost $80 million, and renovating the Liberty
Bowl to be ADA compliant would cost $40 million.
Skatelife also argues that unlike the other local sporting venues,
the park would not be just for spectators.  Anyone would be
able to use this world-class facility to pursue the sport all the
time-except, of course, when the X-Games came to town.
Yet beyond measuring the immediate incentives, people like
Shafer and Mathews think we have to keep in mind the broader
benefit. "You can have a great job in a city like Memphis," says
Shafer, "but if your family is unhappy with whcrc they live,
then there is a good chance you or I will move on-literally."
With its push for public skate parks, Skatelife dreams
about a more competitive, attractive Memphis-not
to mention world-class skateboarding.  ERE
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This is the truth as I remember it. In more than 25 years of
selling sports merchandise, I have had the pleasure of seeing
or working with at least 22 different sports teams. I have come
across quite a few characters in all these yea,rs. I felt a little
like Forrest Gump watching sports history unfold in our city.
I will try to take the approach, if I can't say anything nice,
don't say anything at all. I will try, but don't count on it.
Memphis has been a professional minor league sports
market since long before my time. Growing up in Memphis,
we had the opportunity to see the Memphis Wings and
South Stars hockey, Memphis Pros and TAMS basketball,
Memphis Southmen football and Memphis Blues baseball.
My family started printing and selling t-shirts, and other
sportswear in 1978. I joined my brother, Kenny, and my
dad, Marris, in the family business is 1982. We were jocks
in high school and life long sports fans. We naturally
gravitated to every sports team thrust upon Memphis.
Wc were extremely excited to have the opportunity to
provide merchandise to these various sports teams. After all,
it beat hawking tees at the Mid-South Fair or at concerts.
These were pre-licensing days and anything was game. Chris
Canale of D. Canale first had mercy on my brother who
could and would print anything. He printed Budwciser
and Busch t-shirts, caps and, of all things, panties. You
can guess which item sold the best at the Fair. But the
real story is in minor league sports merchandising.
MEME5EEEg enRE
AA Baseball Franchise of the Kansas City Royals,
Owned byAyron 8. Fogelman,1978-1998
Avron 8. Fogelman of Fogelman Properties bought the
Memphis Blues and changed the nanc to the Memphis
Chicks. The original Chicks played at Russwood Park until
it burned down in 1960. They had a great history. The new
Chicks played at Tim Mccarvcr Stadium at the Fairgrounds.
Dean Jernigan was Mr. Fogelman's business manager and
Dave Chase, his office manager. In 1980, Mr. Fogclman
brought Allie Prescott in as GM. My brother had Chris
Canalc call Allic-and presto-he was producing the famous
Memphis Chicks merch. These guys were a class act.
FENutRE
If you were a baseball fan in the
80's, it was just fun with a capital F
being at Tim Mccarvcr Stadium.
We sold them hats, balls, replica
jerseys, tee's and jackets, just to
name a few. Yes, we did get to see
Bo Jackson's homer. I actually got
his autograph. But it is long since
lost. George Lapides-yes, that George Lapides-GM at the
time said that ganc was the most demanded ticket in the
history of Memphis sports. Unfortunately, Mr. Fogclman
sold the club to Mr. David Hersh who was slightly above
a slug in the gene pool. (Did I really say that ?) He ran the
team into the ground. He also convinced me to completely
take over merchandise sales at the games. Let me tell you, 70
games with no fans is a losing proposition. Hersh moved the
team to Jackson in 1998. I hear they hated him there, too.
REEREEiEg EgBGg=
North American Soccer League, Owned by Beau
Rogers, 1978-1980, Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium
Mr. Beau Rogers brought the "beautiful game" to Memphis.
The Rogues had a cool logo but hard to reproduce. But
my brother got that business too, after Mr. Fogelman
bought the team in 1980. The "Mad Englishman" was
what we called the Head Coach Eddie Mccready. Richard
Bute, goalkeeper, was the "Little Monster." He stopped
everything. Tony Carbognani was the "Crazy South
American." He was one of the games greatest passcrs
in his day. Bute and Carbognani have since gone on to
produce more junior soccer players than you can count.
The soccer community should be forever grateful.
Attendance was not bad, it averaged
8,000 a match, but not enough to
make any money. Mr. Fogelman
sold the team to a Canadian who
moved it to Calgary, Alberta.
The Rogues came back in 1986 under
the National Professional Soccer
League and became the Memphis
Storm. We didn't do a whole lot with this organization.
We had our fill of under-financed sport teams by then. But
they had a great Memphis player named Larry Creson.
He went on to run the Germantown Fury Soccer Club
as well as Mid-South Futbol with Richard Bute.
E§RERE        ffl9yiHTTE9ffiffis
United States Football League, Owned by
Billy Dunavant and Logan Young,1984-
1985, Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium
Now this organization had some real characters. Pepper
Rodgcrs, head coach, was the ring leader. He and his wife
Livingston, a former beauty queen and actress, were the toast
of the town. Pepper was so laid back and jovial off the field.
On the field hc would try anything. Logan Young owned
the Pcpsi franchises among other things and he got some
great players. I actually got to meet each of the players. They
brought in Reggie White who became a Pro Football Hall
of Famer after his career in the NFL. Hc wore his socks way
up to the knee. Funny story about Reggie White... Reggie
went to Lansky Bros. and bought a bunch of tube socks.
He would take the socks, wave them at the fans and then
throw them in the stands. So, we were called to print 5000
socks for a game promotion. This really opened my eyes to
the potential of sports promotional products. I believe this
is when we began in a large way the practice of throwing
t-shirts and mini-footballs from the field to the stands. The
fans loved it, especially the girls. Ah, to bc young again !
•,:,r,i+;:,=',:,i
4*q.:rmREHREREEN
This is also when I first got
to witness the management
ability of GM Steve Ehrhart. I
have respected him since that
time. He has been a mainstay
in Memphis sports in several
capacities for over 25 years now.
We had a blast with this team. It
felt like the NFL was in Memphis. The Showboats made the
playoffs in 1985. But alas, the USFL folded. The USFL filed
an antitrust suit against the NFL and received a whopping
S I.00 in penalties. Steve Ehrhart still has this check today.
REi=imeLiiiliREffl_THEELi9_H_INLg
Major Indoor soccer League, Owned by Athletes
in Action, a Christian Group Lead by Kyle
RoteJr.,1981-1984, Midsouth Coliseum
4£R
Horst Bcrtle, a wild German
soccer star was the coach.
I(EHpnH;¥:Cr:b:or;:t:h=;::a::;ta:gi:cxnihoev::ars
Kyle Rote was and still is one
of the nicest men you'll ever want to meet. Not a great
businessman at that time. His heart got in the way of the
pocketbook. Wc sold over $20,000 worth of merchandise
to them. Which was like $ 100,000 today. It was actually the
first time I was part of a lawsuit. It took us over two years to
get paid. Exciting soccer, no fans, and no money. Rote later
moved the team to Las Vegas. They folded the next year.
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rMTMiEii§H©g=MBB©§g
Proposed NFL Expansion Team in 1994-1995,
Ownership group included Bill Dunavant,
Paul TudorJones, Fred Smith 8c EPE
The team that never played had official colors green and gold
but no logo. The NFL did not choose us. TheJacksonville
Jaguars 8c Carolina Panthers sadly beat us out. Broke my heart.
rMTM15iiEgELnLiBiBgee
Canadian Football League, Owner Fred Smith,
199S, Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium
Spurned by the NFL, Fred Smith
turned to the CFL. This was a valiant
but futile attempt to get Memphians to
support pro football. Just wasn't going
to happen. But again, we had loads of
fun. Great logo! Sold merch in stands
at the games. Threw out t-shirts until
fans were hurting each other to catch chcm. Again, Pepper,
Steve and the infamous Rudi Schiffer-great media guy, now a
gambling expert-put together a great team. I will never forget
this team. Stars Damon Allen, Gary Anderson, Eddie Brown
were all super guys. This was the first time I was a sponsor in a
big way for a sports team. And the first time I met my personal
hero, Mr. Fred Smith. It was also the first time we ever
produced a website and e-store. Wc were a beta site for FcdEx
for this crazy new thing called the "intcrnct." Remember this
was a year before Amazon and E-Bay. We sold a whopping
$359.50 before they shut it down. They couldn't keep
something called a "firewall" intact with an outside website.
i rMTMipiiE5E5E|fljEEEREE'ERE_©EEgArena Football League,
Owner Kevin Hunter, 1996,
Mid-South Coliseum
This team was an embarrassment to
our city. A sleazy car salesman from Tupelo. He didn't
have a clue what he was doing. They were strictly C.O.D.
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All this guy wanted to do was party. I went out with him
once and he scared even me. The team moved to Portland
in 1997 and a year later they found Mr. Hunter passed out
on a sidewalk. He couldn't remember how he got there.
EEiiLiiEEiEBHFunTWER=NdiBdiGE5
Central Hockey League, Owned by Horn Chen
from 1992-2002, Owned by Maddox Foundation
2002-present, 1992-2000 at Mid-South
Coliseum, 2000-2009 at Desoto Civic Center
I never got into hockey and
shied away from doing business
with this group for the longest.
They had a long time GM Jim
Riggs who had a reputation
as an ogre. I found out he just
wanted what he wanted. We took
over merch when they moved to Mississippi in 2000. I
merchandised there for the first two years. They finally
were able to win the championship those years. Finally a
winner! Mr. Riggs left 8c so did we. The RivcrKings are
the oldest continuously operating sports franchise in the
Mid-South. They are now the Mississippi RiverKings.
EHELii?iiE9H©E[HiFE±Hq±REGS
American Basketball Association, Owned by
BHam Group, 2000-2001, Desoto Civic Center
Mr. Gene Bartow, a true Southern
gentleman, was the GM. It was
such a pleasure sitting down with
a basketball Hall of. Famcr. Larry
Finch, the legend, was the coach.
Sadly, this was Coach Finch's
swan song. He became ill before
the season began and hc has
never fully recovered. Gene had to take over the coaching.
I did get to see Jimmy "Snap" Hunter drop 40 points in
one game. But the Houn'Dawgs barely lasted a season.
EL+iiiiBEiEgEB©eglGrmg
World Basketball League, Owned by Bill
Dunavant,1990-1991, Mid-South Coliseum
iEMPTII`
Group of invcstors led by Billy
Dunavant. When Steve Ehrha,rt
called me to produce stuff for this
team, I was skeptical. A basketball
league for players 6'5" and under,
whoever heard of such a thing? But I couldn't resist. We
did some mcrch. We also had the World Basketball League
Champions Trophy designed, cast, and produced. I wish I
knew where that ended up. I met player Vincent Askew-hc
was a weirdo then and still remains a weirdo. I also met player
Andrc Turner-he was a true gentleman then and still is today.
TMTMIEEiE9ELfiLiTunEL+ELeeFTEHTiLEE
XFL begun by Vince MCMahon (WWE) and
NBC, 1995, Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium
The "Ax" as they called it, was once
again headed up by Steve Ehrhart.
This time Kippy Brown was the head
coach. This team had a strict license
agreement, so we only did some office
polos. The neatest thing I remcmbcr
was the players could use any name they wanted on their
jerseys. "Hc Hate Mc" was actually on a player's jersey. Rod
Smart was his real name, and he ended up playing in the NFL
Super Bowl. The League folded after one season. No surprise!
hiiELiFPEiE9=XEE©iFEEil±iiES
Arena Football League 2, Owned by Maddox
Foundation, 2001-2006, Desoto Civic Center
This team coached by
former University of
Memphis star Danton
Barto and was the
Arem Cup Champions
in 2005. Congrats
to Coach Barto. I
saw a few games and
a small amount of merch for this fra,nchise. Indoor
football is a hard sell in the South. I don't think
they will be back even though rumors persist.
REEiLmeEiEgEDGEELl§9(Men'sunited
Soccer Premier Development League, 2002-
2oos)andrMTMiiiEg
(Women's Premier Soccer League, 2005-2006),
Owned by]effwebb and Marchant, Mike Rose
Soccer Complex and Collierville High School
3g Owners Jeff webb and DougMarchant brought soccer backto Memphis. Webb is the geniusbehind Varsity Brands and themarketing of cheerleading in this
country. He also owns Select
Soccer U.S. Division. Marchant is the original founder
of Concord EFS. The coach was Tony Carbognani and
the GM was Larry Creson (there's those names again).
This was a valiant effort
to give some local soccer
talent a big chance to get
exposure at the first level of
pro soccer. We did virtually
all the merchandise for these teams because we believed
in these fine guys. Also, Varsity, I am proud to boast,
is one of our largest customers for over 25 years.
TllwTMIEEEEBRE©g©
Indoor Soccer League, Owned
by Chris Talley, 2005
We produced over $ 15,000 worth of.C.O.D.
merch for this team that never played.
You may have noticed that I did not include the Memphis
Redbirds in this somewhat lengthy dissertation. We
have been major suppliers and sponsors since they
came to town. I will leave that for another article.
To sum up Memphis minor league sports in all its glory, I
have seen or done business with at least 22 teams and all
but two are gone. There's got to be some lessons in that
statement. For me, a die-hard sports fan, it's been a great
ride. I can't wait until the next new team comes along.
Mike Bowen is President and CEO of cbunpion Awards
and Apparel, Tiger Gift Shop and Beale Street Gifts. For
co#z772c72fsp/c4Jcc77z4¢./mike@gochampion.net.
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After an eventful first month on
the job, University of Memphis
head coach Josh Pastner talks
basketball, movies, food, and
of course, winning the 2009
M Award for Favorite Coach.
Back when you were first hired as head
coach you had about a three-week stretch
where you rook a hew iob, go. married
and bought a house - whaT was The most
exciting aspecl of all of that change?
I read an article where it said that in somebody's life, the three
biggest stresses arc a job change, a relationship change, and
buying a house. And I said, `those weren't the stresses,' the
stresses were trying to recruit players. Every day since I've been
the head coach has been busy. It's been a whirlwind. But I've
enjoyed every day of it. I have not taken it for granted. I'm
extremely-at the highest level you could think of-grateful.
I'm grounded. I have enjoyed the process. I'm excited about
coming to the office. I'm excited about being the head coach
because I look at it as an unbelievable responsibility. It's
not about mc. It is about the city of Memphis. It's about
the University of Memphis. It's about the players, former
players that played here, former coaches that helped get
this program to where it is today, the high school coaches
in the area- it's everybody involved in this city, that's
what this program is all about. I look at it as I'm just sort
of the gatekeeper. I just want to make sure that everyone
can still be proud of-and I say this with capital letters-
T-H-E-I-R, their program. That's really what it's about.
Speaking of the city ®f JVLemphis, you haven'I
been here thal long but you've already Thrown
out The firsT pitch at a Redbirds game...
Let mc tell you something. That first pitch, all I wanted to do
was not hit dirt. I threw that sucker high heat and it was ...
zoom. And I didn't play baseball so I was focused. It took me
like an hour to get ready. I was just thinking `Do not hit dirt !'
Well thaT's the worst thing you can do. If you
throw ir in the dirt you're going to get booed.
But you were also introduced a. FedEXF®rum
as well. Were you more nervous for one or
The other? Was either ®he more special?
Well, it's all been special. I almost feel like when I'm at
FedEXForum and people are giving me a round of applause,
I almost feel shy about it. I feel like, `Gosh, I'm just a coach.'
I'm no different than John orJoe walking down the street.
There are a couple of key words I try to live by every day. I
try to be centered. I want to have cla.rity. Make sure that I'm
kind. I don't want to have any ego. I don't want to have any
arrogance. I want to keep it all in check. And then mke sure
that we keep things strong in holding true to our word.
But iT must be hard to keep that ego
in check, and feel like John or Joe
walking down the srreer when there are
l'housands of people cheering for you.
Well, a couple things-One is that so many impulsive
decisions, so many negative actions have come about because
of an ego getting in the way or an arrogance getting in the
way. And all we have every day is that when you wake up, it's
a gift - a gift of life. And just like me being the head coach
here is a gift. I do not take it for granted. I don't think I'm
above anyone or better than anyone. Like you said, this city
loves their Tiger basketball. That's why it's so not about me. I
should be the last person it's about. It's all about everyone who
roots for this team and everyone who has made it what it is.
Have you been cohlacled yet to be The
Hoh®rary Duckmasler at the Peabody?
I'vc had a lot of requests but I just haven't had time to do it
all. I don't think I'd bc a good Duckmaster. The ducks would
probably end up walking outside. I don't think I'd bc too good.
Obviously the Peabody is very mlich a
JVLemphis tradition, but aside from things
that are related to the Universily, what
has been your favorile pqrl of The city?
The people. They're genuine. They care. They root for you.
They tell it like it is. The people here are great. They come
up and give you hugs. I'm a hugger. In terms of the support
of the program, I'd put our support and our fan support
a.gainst any team in America. I think wc have the best fans
you can find. The most passionate a.nd knowledgeable fans
you'll find. But everyone here is really, really genuine.
You've said ih some of your interviews
that you're still uhdefeated. You can claim
yoLlr first victory how that you've won
The M Award for favorite coach, becoming
The first winner via write-in votes.
What a great honor. That is really cool. That's cool that the
people had the ability to write in. Tha,nk you and thank them
for doing that. I am undefcated. I'm 0-0 right now. I'm one
of the only coaches in America who can say that. I'vc got a
bcttcr record right now than Coach Roy Williams, Coach
Mike Krzyzewski, Coach Calipa,ri, Coach Ben Howland. I
say that jokingly, but in all seriousness, though, I understand
that the production is all about wins and losses. That's the
job. You want to win every game that you can. But all you
can control is your preparation and making sure you'rc as
prepared every single time you step on the floor and that
you're players give maximum effort every time they step
on the floor. If you do that, then it really comes down to
the bounce of the ball and you get a call here and there. It's
hard to win. That's why coaches like Coach Calipari, Coach
Williams, those guys... to win the type of games they do
every single year... people don't understand how hard that
is to do in this profession. It's so competitive. But there
are so many good coaches out there. That's why those guys
I just mentioned are the elite of the elite and I probably
missed about ten others that are probably in their stature.
You were not nominal'ed for The besT hair
JVL award. Should you have been?
I got good curls, but you know what ? I'm not a good-
looking guy and I'm way better looking on television than
I am in person. If anyone had voted for me and I had won
for best hair, I would've said it was a rigged vote. There's
no way. Coach Cal's hair is way better than my hair.
Do you ever slick it back?
Sometimes I put a little gel in it, but I usually just
put a little water in it and just let be what it is.
And speaking of the hair, you've been
compared lo JVLCDreamy and Greg Brady.
Who would you rather be compared Ilo?
I was a Brjzc/ry B#%c4 fan back in the da,y. I'm definitely not
MCDrcamy. I can tell you that. I'm far from it. There are way
better looking coaches and way better looking people than
mc. If I had to choose one, I'd probably have to choose Greg
Brady. But I don't know if I want to be Greg Brady. Nothing
against Greg Brady, though because I have met him before,
and he's a super nice guy. I don't know. Is there an option C ?
You would have To come up with ir. I haven't
heard ahorher option for you. I'm more
concerned with how you met Greg Brady.
It was actually in Tuscon, Arizona at an event. We
were crossing paths and someone knew him and they
introduced me to him. But it was real quick.
Speaking of TV shows, you say you
were a Brady Bunch \aTi...
I don't want to say I was a fan, but I watched it. I like Marsha.
Sure. Who didn'l. like Marsha? But are
there any shows you watch now?
I love watching the Military Channel and the National
Geographic Channel. In fact, if there was a basketball
game on or the untold stories of the Navy Seals, I
would choose the untold stories of the Navy Seals.
Favorite movie?
I've got a few of them. Well, how about this-Denzel
Washington. I'm a tremendous fan of Denzel
Washington. John Travolta-tremendous fan.
So obviously you've seen  7lhe
Tlaking ®f Pelham 123.
I've seen it and I really enjoyed it. Anything Denzel
Washington is in 1'11 watch. I think he's unbclicvablc. I think
Will Smith is really good. I thought 777c P#rj#z./ a/fJxp?ry7zcss
was really good. What a great movie. Scz/c72 Po#%cJj.  Wrc
7¢rcrc So/#z.crj with Mel Gibson is a really good one. Uhh ...
Gladiator.Love Gladiator.Love the "§ic .in Glddidtor, too.
You have a stepson now and you've been ih his
life for a while, so what abolil kids movies?
I have seen some kid's movies. I know all about the Disney
movies.1'11 tell you another actor I love, by the way, is Will
Ferrell and we just saw the new £¢7¢c/ a/J4c I"J movie.
I[€el like, `Gosh, I'm just a coach.'




It's Will Fcrrcll, come on. But I know a lot of the Disney
stuff because he's always watching Disney Channel. There's
actually some pretty good stuff on the Disney Channel. And
it's amazing the amount of following those shows have.
There has been a lot made about your
diel and the foods you eat. Do you have
any 1:avorite foods or pre-game meals?
No. People talk about the diet and the drinks and
stuff. I love pizza. I love cereal. I love peanut butter
and jelly. I've ncvcr had a sip of carbonation.
And no alcohol either, right?
Whal' aboul' O'Doul's?
Nope. Nothing. And not for religious reasons or anything
like that. I kind of just didn't want to do it. You see all these
studies that say a glass of wine is good for the heart and I
have no problem with anybody drinking alcohol. What
it does is.„ if you don't drink, you're always in control of
your a,ctions and emotions. As you know, a lot of times
negative things have happened based on alcohol, too.
I know you lry nor lo ciirse.
I do my best not to.
So if you stub yolir roe, you might let one slip?
Yeah. I'm not saying I haven't cursed or I don't curse,
but I do as good as I can to try not to. And that doesn't
mean I'm pcrfcct with it because I have slip-ups. But I
think you can get your point across without cussing.
Whal takes up the most space on your ipod?
I love music. 1'11 watch music videos all the time. I listen
to everything. Anything, but I'm not a heavy, heavy metal
I\got good curls, but you know
What? I'm not a good-looking guy
and I'm way better looking on
television than I am in persdil
guy or a heavy, heavy rock or rap guy. I'm a fan of musicians
and artists because it's a tremendous talent and skill to have.
I think Beyonce is great. I've got stuff like Hans Zimmer,
from G/¢cZz.4for, Dave Matthews, you know. So I'm all
over the place. I think Ne-Yo is very talented. You know
what I like ? When they do the remixcs. They take a song
from the past and jazz it up a litde bit. Those are good.
What's in your waller righl how?
I don't have any cash on me today. I got married. She took
it all. I'm a walking ATM. Well, you know we just got a
new house and we need furniture, so I told her I'm just
going on a month diet and all my money goes to her.
I sow you walking around TPC Southwind
for the St. Jude Classic. Do you have a
favorire sporl orher Than baskelball?
I love competitiveness. I love anything where there are
elite level performers performing at a high level.
Kobe or LeBron?
I don't know. I'm going to say Kobc. But I
think LeBron is more exciting of a player. I
think Kobe is a better basketball player.
Who was I.he besr player you ever coached?
I can't tell you tha,t because I don't want anybody to get mad
at me. That's a very sensitive issue with some of the guys.
I'vc been very fortunate to coach a lot of great players.
Who was the best player you
ever coached against?
That's a tough one. I've coached against a lot of them. One
guy, who just comes to mind in one tough game against him,
was Andrew Bogut over at Utah. They ran a lot of stuff at
the high pick for him. He was good and ended up being the
No. I pick in the draft. I couldn't think of just one. Aaron
Brooks from Oregon was really good. He was hard to guard.
Talk about a match-up problem. Hc was a jitterbug guard
who could get into the paint anytime with just speed.
I  know I'haT you were oT the Alumni Celebrity
Game and you were able lo see Coach
Finch. Was That the first Time you met him
and what are your Thoughts oh him?
You know, first of all, I had called Coach Finch when I
got the job and I didn't get to talk to him. I talked to his
family. But this was the first time I was able to meet him
in person. This guy was a guard on the team that went up
against UCLA and Bill Wulton in '73. Coach Finch and
what he's done to this program is why we are who we are
today. Guys like Coach Finch, Coach Bartow, Coach Kirk,
Coach Calipari-those guys and all the former players are
why the program is where it is today. It was a great thing
to have all those former guys coming up and shaking his
hand and hugging him. I thought that was really cool.
Do you know what the R.C. ih R.C.
Johnson's name stands for?
You know what ? No. I've always just called
him Mr. Johnson or R.C. I'vc never thought
about it. Robert Clifton? I don't know.
Has he ihlroduced you l'o Priscilla Presley yel?
He has. At his roast he introduced me. And Ms.
Presley is a very nice, very pretty person. I mean
she's an icon. When you're talking about Elvis
that's global. That's like Nike or FedEx.
If you were able lo ask R.C. to ihvile
a celebrity lo come and see the Tigers
play, who would you choose?
1'11 give you one alive and one not. The one who's not
alive would be Pat Tillman. I would give him my scat on
the bench. Alive ? I would think if I invited the President
it would bc pretty cool. If the President came to the
game, he could have my seat and I could sit next to him.
Both Pat Tillman and the President, I would give my
seat and I would let them coach and out of respect and
honor to both of them. I would be their assistant.
Was there anyThing l'hal you didn't
lell R.C. when he hired you?
(Laughing) First of all, I think R.C. Johnson is the best
athletic director in the country. And I'm not just saying
that to get brownie points with the boss. I mean it. He's
absolutely awesome. Secondly, our whole focus is that there
are so many positives about this job and this university.
And the future of the program is great. So I think the
excitement, the enthusiasm and the energy-the three
E's, I like to say-is felt by both myself and R.C.  ERE
by KEVIN TACKETT AND ANDY FISHER  photo ASHLEY TACKETT
Grl.Ill.n'-1t'sthet"egreatjhaerLcanpast±me-thebe-all,
end-all backyard sport. Every cook is a Sunday quarterback
working to lead and feed a hungry team to victory. Every slab
of ribs, hot dog, or hamburger patty another opportunity to
cross the finish line with style. This is a great game and victory
can be sweet and delicious, but defeat can be cold, dry and
hard.
Like all sports, competitions are held, secrets are guarded,
trophies are displayed, talk is Crashed, beer is swilled, and
meat is charred. Many events are held, some more important
chan others, but every serious competition needs a supreme
contest of strength and agility, an endgame, a Super Bowl.
The Super Bowl of barbecue is ours. The World
Championship Barbecue Cooking Contest. For three days
in May, the entire town smells faintly of slow cooked pork,
exotic spices, and charcoal. Contestants travel from all over
the world with a mesquite wood chip on their shoulder to try
and show us how to do the thing we do so well. This is a team
sport, but there can be only one winner of barbecue ribs. And
in 2009, that team is our own Baby Back Grillers.
Baby Back Grillers got their start as a collection of bartenders
at another Memphis institution, Huey's. As the years went
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by, people dropped in and out leaving only two constant
contestants, Kevin Tackett and Frank Groul.
In addition to winning in the ribs category, the Baby Back
Grillers also had an entry in the hot wing competition. Tackett
was preparing the food for presentation and asked his brother
Justin to bring over some extra sauce for the judges to dip
wings in.
"]ustin took the rendered chicken grease from the pan and
poured it into a dipping cup and handed it to me as we
were about to present to the judges," said Tackett. "I looked
down and saw little bits of charred hot wings and unknown
brown flecks in the sauce, but it was too late. That's when I
threw down my tongs." Which is the professional cooking
competition way of saying, "I threw in the towel."
"No judge wants to dip hot wings in fat and grease from the
grill," said Tackett. "Even so, wc placed ninth out of 97 in the
hotwingcompetition!"
Sorry, judges. I guess you just have to accept chat that type
ofthingisjustgoingtooccasionallyhappenwhenyoulet
hundreds of random strangers prepare food for you. Every bite
is a gamble and you'vc got to be willing to push your luck.  EMI
hob
1/8 cup Celery Salt
I/4 cup Granulatcd Garlic
I /4 cup Onion Powder
i/8 cup Cumin
1 /8 cup Black Pepper
1 /8 cup Hot Hungarian Paprika
I /4 cup Sweet Hungarian Paprika
1/8 cup Dehydrated Lemon
Sag,e
3/4 Bottle of cholula Hot Sauce
1 stick of Butter
I/4cupofhoney
I /4 cup of the rub
Apply Rub liberally to wings at least
two hours before cooking.
On \he G,Ill
Clean and spray grill with a nonstick
spray. Place wings on a very low heat
for 40 minutes, turn once, and leave on
for another 40 minutes. This will cook
the wings thoroughly, but the meat will
be somewhat loose and wet. Toss wings
with sauce and place back on the grill til
desired crunchiness.
On \Iie Smoker
Clean and spray grill with a nonstick
spray. Place wings in smoker for one
hour on 225 degrees. D0 NOT
OPEN. Remember the smokers golden
rule-"Ifyou're looking, you're not
cooking,"
After one hour in the smoker, put
the wings in an aluminum pan, cover
with foil, and place in the oven on 250
degrees for 50 minutes. After cooking
them in the oven, place back on the grill
for 15 minutes. Toss wings with sauce
and place back on the smoker til desired
crunchiness.
Makes two or three dozen wings. Goes
well with your favorite chilled grilling
beverage. Invite all your friends over for
the best darn wings you've ever had!
BALANCE
Briarcrest's well~rounded education prepares students
to be in the world, not of it. 1n seeking Christ, they find balance
in academics, arts, athletics and more importantly,  in life.
Discover how a balanced education can prepare not
only your child's mind, but their body and spirit as well.
BRARCREST
CHRISTIAN   SCHOOL
Mind.       Body.       Spirit.
90].765.4600             www.brjc„cTest.com
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We all know about the benefits of a
regular exercise routine-it strengthens
your heart, it helps you maintain your
weight, it tones your muscles, and it
helps reduce stress. Regardless of your
reason for exercising, the motivation
to workout, for many of us, can be a
barrier to exercise becoming a routine.
For one Memphis cyclist, however,
motivation to workout is not an issue.
In fact, he says he is inspired by some
very special people to ride his bike
every day. And, in doing so, he has also
found a way to help a worthy cause.
For the past three years, News Channel
3 meteorologist Jim Jaggers has
been on a quest to raise money and
awareness for LeBonheur Childrcn's
Medical Center. LCBonheur receives
much of its financial support through
charitable donations and fund-raising
events. Three years ago, LeBonheur
embarked on an ambitious campaign
to build a new hospital and update its
existing facilities. Jaggers' contribution
to LeBonheur's campaign has been to
hold an annual bike-riding "telethon"
called Go Jim Go ! This annual benefit
has raised approximately $ 150,000 for
LeBonheur.
ThegcnesisfordevelopingGoJim
Go ! came to Jaggers after learning of
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a similar fundraiser at a "sister station"
near Scranton, Pennsylvania. "A
weatherman at chat station has raised
more than a million dollars in eleven
years" for a local children's hospital,
Jaggers explained. With the support
of News Channel 3, Jaggers went to
LeBonheur with an idea for a week-
long, televised fundraiser, or "a telethon
on the back of a bike" as Jaggers calls
it, to raise both money and awareness.
"LeBonheur is a hidden jewel in our
''l'VE COT TO DO
!OnE"IN¢
EVERYDAY,"
city," he states. Jaggers is taken with the
positive attitude of the young patients
he meets, and he is impressed with the
hospital staff itself. " The attitude of
the LeBonhcur folks is phenomenal.
Everyone, who works there, is helpful
and caring," Jaggcrs added.
Once the partnership with LeBonheur
began, Jaggers and Channel 3 had to
consider the many logistical issues in
planning a mobile telethon, including
the route and the distance. At first,
it was suggested that Jaggers ride the
same distance as the Pennsylvania
broadcaster-500 miles. Jaggers did
not like the number "500" for several
reasons. Mainly, as he put it, "I just did
not like the sound of that number."
Jaggers and Channel 3 eventually
settled on 333 miles for the total
distance. At the time, Jaggers was still
somethingofabikingnovice.The
Scranton meteorologist, says Jaggers,
was a "serious cyclist" who logged his
miles in the hilly terrain of Eastern
Pennsylvania. So, a shorter distance
seemed much more attainable.
Jaggers has been riding for about 12
years. Prior to the first Go Jim Go ! in
2006,Jaggersexercisedeveryweekday
by riding his bike short distances-
typically one or two miles. When he
met with local cycling experts to discuss
his idea for riding 333 miles through
the Mid-South, they told Jaggers he
would need to step up his cycling
regimen. The experts told Jaggers he
would have to ride 40 miles every
weekday to prepare for his trek. Instead,
]aggcrs settled on a more realistic
goal of riding six to seven miles every
byqfr.KEN BILLET
weekday morning and then build up
to 40 miles a day as he got closer to the
Go Jim Go ! kickoff in late September.
"I begin about six to eight weeks prior
to the event, averaging ten miles a day
at first, and then work up to my main
goal [of 40 miles] ," Jaggers explains.
He breaks up his daily rides into
manageable segments to accommodate
his busy work schedule.
In addition to cycling, Jaggers regularly
docs back exercises, sit-ups, and leg lifts
to strengthen his core muscles, and
he docs 100 pushups a day for upper
body conditioning. Jaggcrs admits that
he sometimes struggles with regularly
exercising for the same reason as many
of us. "Finding the time [to exercise] is
still a big challenge for me," says ]aggers.
Yet, he says that a daily routine is the
key to any successful training regimen.
"I've got to do something everyday,"
Jaggers adds, in order to stay physically
fit. ForJim Jaggers, however, making
the time to cycle becomes vital when
he thinks about the patients and the
people of LeBonhcur. "The children are
number one [to me]," he states. "They
are my inspiration." And that is all the
motivation anyone should need.  RE
FormoreirfbrmationaboutJim]aggers
and Go Jim Go! visit lebonbeur.org/
8Ojimgo.
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The Sport di FTilmoss
by MINDY BUSH with MICHAEL BLEDSOE
Americans have a tendency to link fitness to looking fit, but
even the lucky few who are genetically predisposed for a lot
of lean muscle mass and shrunken fat cells may not actually
be fit. They may not be able to do even one pull-up (much less
50), or dead lift 225 pounds (much less 30 times) or swing a
55 lb. kettlebell five times (much less 75). More likely than
not, even the fittest-looking person who doesn't train the
CrossFit way couldn't do all of this together in a day, much less
in under in 15 minutes. In this society obsessed with physical
appearance, a new fitness regimen, CrossFit, is catching fire
around the world.
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People who convert from ``regular gym
members" to CrossFitters, find a world
in which they aspire to and achieve
goals-a world in which the results are
tangible. People who don't want to
work hard don't last. For a CrossFittcr,
fitness is measured by the ability to
perform constantly varied, functional
movements at high intensity.
Intensity relates to how much
power can be output by any
movement, and Doug Larson,
lead trainer at CrossFit Memphis,
said, "Power correlates to work-
capacity, or the ability to move a lot of weight really fast."
Michael Bledsoc, owner and manager of crossFit Memphis,
said, "The workouts [callcd WODs, or Workout Of
the Day] are always different, and all of the exercises
are functional, meaning movements we use in everyday
life, like squatting, running, jumping, pushing, pulling,
etc. In CrossFit, we execute workouts that allow us to
advance in as many directions as possible. I'm not striving
to be the strongest guy in the world, nor am I looking
to be the greatest endurance athlete, but I am looking
to be really, really good at those things. We train to be
the best we can be at a lot of things at once," he said.
Coincidentally, CrossFit has introduced its own definition
of fitness and means by which to attain it-ROUTINE IS
THE ENEMY. Keep workouts short and intense.
While CrossFit might be the newest craze
sweeping the land, this particular training
program has legitimate staying power. It is
one of few in which members are actually
getting out what they put in. CrossFit instills
the need for a healthy lifcstylc, provides a
breadth of knowledge on maintaining said
lifcstylc, and promotes optimum fitness
through functional movements. Moreover,
it actually provides palpable physical
results for those who work the program.
"Research also supports that high-intensity
workouts will improve cardiovascular health and
lung function, as well as reduce joint pain. While
any exercise is great, high-intensity workouts-hard
and fast for a short amount of time-are more
beneficial for your health than LSD [long, slow,
distance] workouts like running on a treadmill
for 45 minutes. If you want to be a well-
rounded athlete, do CrossFit. If you want to be
cut up and lean, do CrossFit. If you want to live
a long life and be as functional as possible for
as long as possible, do CrossFit," said Bledsoe.
CrossFit gyms around the globe
are rife with competitive athletes,
as well. Because CrossFit's primary
goal is the advancement of personal
fitness beyond that of any other
training protocol, there must bc a
competition in which to find the
fittest man and woman on Earth.
This year, the 3rd Annual CrossFit
Games will be held July 10-12 in
Aromas, Calif., and the fittest will
be crowned. The events, which are
held hours apart on the same day,
are announced just days ahea,d of
time, allowing no one to prepare
specifically for any of the challenges.
The athletes must prepare themselves
for the unknowable all year, making
the CrossFit Games not only a
merciless test of physical fitness
but a formidable mental battle.
Competitive CrossFitters can also bc
found at CrossFit Memphis, where
Bledsoe and Larson are first in line to
share knowlcdgc, garnered through
formal higher education, of fitness
and nutrition. However, walking into
the gym can be quite an intimidating
experience for a newbie. Where a
common gym would have treadmills
and weight machines, there are tools
of the CrossFit trade-barbells, bumper
plates, pull-up bars, and depending
on the time of day, a group of sweaty
CrossFittcrs grinding their way through
the WOD. The facility is simple, the
athletes are friendly, and outsiders are
always welcomed and encouraged.
There is no secret to success with
CrossFit, neither for competitive
athletes nor the average Joe in search
of a fitter body. There is only magic
in that of scientific fact: the human
body will respond when pushed
beyond its limits, past total fatigue
and a mind that yells at it to quit.  RE
For more information lJisit
crossf itmempb is.com and
game$2009.crossfu.com.
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Make a drawing or painting of a Memphis sports star-like OJ
Mayo or Derrick Rose, Josh Pastner or DeAngelo Williams.
We'll pick one winner to diplay here each issue. The winner will
also receive a Memphis Sport prize pack.
Email us photos to art@memphissport.net or mail them in
at Memphis Sport,1138 N Germantown Pkwy, Ste 101-176,
Cordova, TN 38016.
Last issue's winner was seven-year-old Jacob Causie. Jacob
received a Memphis Sport shirt, cup, koozie and an issue
of Memphis Sport autographed by Chris-Douglas Roberts.
Congratulations!
Do these two photos look the same to you? Look again. The first picture is the original photo of phil Mickelson playing a,t the St.
Jude Classic. We made seven changes to the second photo. Time yourself to see how long it takes you to find all seven.
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HOT SHOTS
Everyone has a camera.
Send your photos to hotshots@mcmphissport.net
We just may print them in our next issue.
CELEBR.TY
OF  MEMPHIS CAME
June 5, 2009 at Elma Roane Fieldhouse
photos by CHASE GUSTAFSON
1. Chris Douglas-Robcrts and Ashley Wilson
2. Joey Dorscy signs a kid's shirt
3. Ashley and Ed Copeland
4.  Angie Street, Bill White, James White,
Charlue Street and Billy Buford
5. Computer
6. Ann Glovcr, Joey Dorsey and Elaine Springer
7. Jocy Dorsey, Chris Douglas-Roberts and
Antonio Anderson




12. Grace Crisman, Barbara Ba,uling, Mary Ann
Diamond
13.JoeyDorseydunks
14. Melissa Traynom, Ering Traynom, Kiara Jones
AshleyVassar
15. DeAngelo Williams with the ball
16. Kell Yarwood and Coach Josh Pastner
17. Mayor Willie Hcrenton
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roa€hing rhyaEfiNges
#:igteba:|f;sr:;:adz::!aonn:eomfetieb::az:ei:tecaofaec:ifugr:i;nmg;st:::Eee!i:iotrzeottni:eTsi|gtey:
Enter Jack Eaton. Heno Bob Vanatta.
My association with the Memphis State basketball program
began way back in 1959. Bob Vanatta was the coach and
he was a good one. I had never known anyone with the
detailed knowledge of the game that he had. What he said,
I believed... simple as chat. He came to Memphis State from
Bradley where he had been very successful, but he just didn't
like to stay in one place too long. He was our coach for six
years but I sensed that he was looking for greener pastures
when on a trip to the West Coast he asked me if I knew
anyone at the University of virginia. He had heard they
were looking for a coach and since I was from up in that area
he thought I just might know somebody. I told him I was
from Pennsylvania and I had never even been to Virginia.
Anyway nothing came of that but I was on notice that he
was sniffing around. The Tigers went 15-7 in the 1961-
62 season and got a bid to the NCAA tournament. Our
first round game was in Dallas and we lost to Creighton
by 4 points. After the game, Bob failed to show up for the
post game show. He said he forgot. I spent the whole show
griping about the lousy, one sided officiating and blasting
the NCAA. After the 1961-62 season he resigned and took
the head job at the University of Missouri. He stayed there,
I think, for four years, then went into the banking business.
Exit Bob Vanaatta. Enter Dean Ehlers.
Dean Ehl€rs had played for Vanatta in college and was
of course familiar with his style-up-tempo, hell bent for
leather-and the fans loved it. Dean went 19-7 in his first
season, got a bid to the NIT and beat Fordham in the first
round game. However, Canisius took us down 76-67. They
had a real stud who scored a ton. I forget his name. The
college game was changing. Most colleges were recruiting
the top black players but Memphis State was not one of
them. So our talent level began to slip. The 63-64 season was
the la.st winning season Dean had. Ehlers was offered the
job as athletic director for the school system and hc took it.
As far as I know he was not pressurcd to leave. He la.ter left
Memphis and is now retired somewhere in the Virginia hills.
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Exit Dean Ehlers. Enter Moe Iba.
In 1966, Tiger basketball was at a crossroads. Black
players were beginning to domirlate the game but
Memphis State still refused to recruit them. The great
Chuck Daly was in Memphis for an exhibition game and
I had a chance to talk with him. He told me that Coach
Murphy had offered him the head coachingjob but, he
turned it down because of their  recruiting rules.
Texas Western, coached by Don Haskins, had won
the NCAA that year. For the first time ever, a team
started five black players. Moe Iba, whose father was the
legendary coach at Oklahoma, was his top assistant. The
combination was too much for Murphy to resist and
27-year-old Moe Iba became the Tigers new coach.
Even though the Tigers went 17-9 in Moe's first season
and went to the NIT, fans just didn't like his style of play.
Moe did not like zone defenses, bounce passes or fast
breaks. He also liked the players to make several passes
before taking a shot. Buck Patton, my part time color
man and full time writer for the Prcjj-Sc¢.772¢.Zzz7; called it
the "Mom and Dad Waltz Offense." And he was right.
Moe failed to win more than eight games in any of the
next three seasons. Iba committed the unpardonablc sin
of losing twice to Union University at the Mid-South
Coliseum. It was obvious that a change had to be made.
Exit Hoe Iba... To Be Continued...
NEXT ISSUE: Coaching Changes-Part Two
BigJack's new book, "Jack Baton.. Great Scott, I Rhyme
A Lot", is available for Purchase in both autogr4tpbed
and non-autograph ed Versions at rnerr[phissport.net.
Bigjack can also be beard every VIednesday and
Friday at 8am on Kvrz14M 990 alongside f ermer
CountyCommissionerJobnWillingbain.

